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Delta-Color Adjustment (DCA) for Spatial Modulated
Color Backlight Algorithm on High Dynamic Range

LCD TVs
Guo-Zhen Wang, Fang-Cheng Lin, and Yi-Pai Huang

Abstract—A high-dynamic-range liquid crystal display
(HDR-LCD) which studies as a dual-panel display can much
enhance the contrast ratio of image and reduce the power con-
sumption upon the locally controlled dynamic backlight. A simple
modulated algorithm, Delta-Color Adjustment (DCA) method,
was proposed to determine the RGB-LEDs backlight modulation
for high image quality. By implementing the DCA method on a
37” HDR-LCD TV with 8 8 backlight zones, the contrast ratio
of a high contrast image can reach 40000:1 with clear image
detail and 40% power reduction. Furthermore, by controlling the
R, G, and B LEDs individually, the color gamut can be enlarged
to 125% NTSC.

Index Terms—Color backlight, contrast ratio (CR), dual-panel,
high dynamic range (HDR), power consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

I MAGE quality and power consumption have become major
issues for commercial monitors/TVs. However, a drawback

of conventional LCDs is low contrast ratio (about 1000:1) as a
result of the light leakage of liquid crystals and non-perfect po-
larizers. After dynamic-backlight-controlled technologies were
proposed, the image dynamic range of LCDs could be improved
[1]–[4]. Therefore, a suitable backlight algorithm has become
an important part in high dynamic range (HDR) systems. Three
different methods, Square Root, MAX, and IMF (Inverse of a
Mapping Function) [5], were reported for backlight signal de-
termination. The “Square Root” method was to calculate the av-
erage gray level of all sub-pixel values in each backlight region
first, and then take its square root after normalizing it. However,
square root method could not get enough brightness in high gray
level [1]. The “MAX” method was to take the maximum gray
level of all sub-pixel values in each backlight region. The max
method could preserve a lot of details, but the light leakage of
liquid crystals in low gray level could not be reduced effectively,
thus the contrast ratio was not obviously increased. For above
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reasons, the “IMF” method was proposed to optimize above
drawbacks [6]. IMF method cumulated the histogram for each
frame to obtain the cumulative function. Finally, inverse the cu-
mulative function of the image with the oblique line ( )
[6], and used the new curve to map the new backlight signals.
IMF is similar to a dynamic gamma for backlight modulation,
thus can optimize the backlight signal according to each input
image.

However, the square root, max, and IMF methods were
considered the intensity control only, and without calculating
red, green and blue inputs independently. Therefore, the power
saving and enhancement of color gamut were limited. More-
over, if those methods (square root, max, and IMF) were applied
on three inputs of color channel individually, the calculation
process complexity must be increased with a factor of 3 (Fig. 1).

Consequently, we propose an efficient method for the color
backlight modulation, the Delta-Color Adjustment (DCA)
method, which is simpler than calculating the inputs of RGB
three-color channels individually. As shown in Fig. 1, the DCA
method can simply optimize the original intensity backlight
signals according to the each input image, thus can not only use
less calculation process but also enhance contrast ratio, enlarge
NTSC gamut, and lower power consumption.

II. CONCETPT AND PROCESS OF DCA METHOD

A. Concept of DCA Method

Several intensity controlled methods have been proposed to
successfully enhance image quality [1]–[15].In this paper, we
proposed an efficient color backlight control method, the Delta-
Color Adjustment (DCA) method, to modulate three-dimension
(R, G, and B) backlight signals to optimize the backlight image.

The DCA algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. The intensity is
regarded as coarse backlight signals. Finally, final color back-
light signals can be calculated by fine tuning the tree coarse
inputs of color channel (R, G, and B). For coarse value, the
backlight signals of each frame can be determined by various
intensity controlled methods to be intensity , such as the
square root, MAX, or IMF methods. Afterwards, the intensity

is divided into three equal backlight signals (
) for color channel. Next, the gray level values

of color pixels (R, G, and B) in each backlight block (divi-
sion) are averaged individually to be the reference values. Fi-
nally, the references were used to calculate three delta values
( , , and ) for modifying three signals
( , , and ) individually. Therefore, the key
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of different �� algorithms.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the DCA algorithm.

Fig. 3. Mapping curve of the backlight values transform.

point of the DCA method is how to determine the modified delta
values ( , , and ). Besides, the operation

of DCA method has low complexity. It is because that DCA
only require average method and three delta values ( ,

, and ).

B. Delta-Value Determination

For modifying backlight signals, the gray-level (0~255)
was divided into equal (adjustment division) parts to map
the new value ( ) as shown in Fig. 3. Following, mapping
the intensity of each backlight block to obtain the new

mapping value ( ). Next, the average gray level
values of color pixels (R, G, and B) in each backlight block
were calculated individually, and used the same mapping curve
(Fig. 3) to map three reference values ( ). Following,
the three transient values ( ) were defined as shown
in (1). Furthermore, an value was set as the threshold
value for adjustment [see (2)]. While the three transient
values ( ) are larger than value, the three
input backlight signals of color channel (R, G, and B) will be
dimmed, otherwise will maintain the same value as intensity

( ) due to the power issue. Finally, multiplying
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Fig. 4. A 37 inch HDR-LCD panel with color controlled backlight.

Fig. 5. Experimental flow of delta �� values.

by three delta values ( ) individually to get three
delta values ( ), as shown in (3)

(1)

If

else (2)

(3)

Different (adjustment division) and (adjustment
threshold) values will influence image quality and power con-
sumption in the DCA method. Therefore, a 37” HDR-LCD
which was divided into 8 8 zones with 1920 1080 MVA-LC
panel by using spatial modulated color backlight and LC com-
pensation (Fig. 4), was set up to optimize the suitable and
values.

C. Delta Parameters Optimization

The critical factor of the DCA method was to determine suit-
able delta values ( , , and ), which af-
fected by (adjustment division) and (adjust threshold). For
optimizing the and values, the experimental flow is shown
in Fig. 5. At first, four different images, Lily, Robot, Sun, and
Strawberry, were chosen as experimental target images. Second,
the inverse of a mapping function (IMF) method was chosen
as the intensity controlled method (Because that IMF has opti-
mized contrast ratio with low power consumption) [6]. Finally,
power consumption and image distortion (Human score) were
selected for evaluation indices on 37” HDR-LCD.

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH OBSERVER.

A conventional evaluation index for the image details of an
HDR-LCD was distortion ratio which did not consider human
vision. Therefore, human adjust score was proposed to evaluate
the image details by psychophysics experiments. The image de-
tails were evaluated by seven different observers. They have
normal color vision with ages range from 24 to 30 years. The
data of observers are summarized in Table I.

The adjust range of human score was 0 to 10 (10 is the
best).The experimental results of human score are shown in
Fig. 6(a). Obviously, the larger (higher threshold) would
get less image distortion, but power consumption would be
increased as shown in Fig. 6(b). As a result, image distortion
and power consumption are the trade-off. To obtain the indis-
tinguishable image distortion ( ) and the
lowest power consumption, the optimizing values were decided
as and which could get the optimized balance
point with power consumption and image quality by using the
DCA method.
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TABLE II
THE LUMINANCE (� AND � ), CR, AND POWER CONSUMPTION OF DIFFERENT IMAGES BY USING THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD (FULL-ON) AND TWO

DIFFERENT BACKLIGHT DETERMINATION METHODS (IMF AND IMF+DCA).

Fig. 6. (a) Average image distortion score and (b) power consumption of
IMF+DCA (� � ��� �� and �).

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Hardware and the Test Images

Due to the human vision has high dynamic range, the main
purpose of the HDR system was to produce a high contrast ratio
(CR) image to match the human vision range [16]. In our ex-
periment, the CR was measured by using a luminance analyzer,
CA-210 [17], with a measuring area of 27 mm in diameter (cov-
ering about 12,834 pixels).

Eight target images were implemented on a 37” HDR-LCD
TV with 8 8 backlight zones. The positions of maximum lu-
minance ( ) and minimum luminance ( ) are respec-
tively marked with a blue solid dot and a green hollow dot, as

shown in Table II. The area within the red rectangle parts are
magnified for image detail comparison, as shown in Fig. 7.

B. Results and Discussions

The experimental results of the eight target images are listed
and shown in Table II. The high detail images are partly magni-
fied and shown in Fig. 7. The image details in the high bright-
ness region were almost preserved by using IMF and IMF+DCA
( , ). The power consumption and contrast ratio
(CR) by using the full-on, intensity control (IMF) and color
control (IMF+DCA) backlights were compared and shown in
Fig. 8. The CR of the IMF+DCA method was much higher
than that of the IMF method and full on backlight, especially
in the high CR image, Lily (DCA+IMF: , IMF:

, Full on: ). Besides, the power
consumption of all the target images was also much reduced
by using the IMF+DCA method. Especially the colorful image,
Strawberry, IMF+DCA method also maintained CR but much
saved power to compared to that of full-on Backlight.
Besides, due to the less of light leakage as show in Fig. 9,
the DCA method could enhance color gamut from 107.7% to
125.4% NTSC, as the red solid line shown in Fig. 10.

DCA method can optimize power consumption due to con-
sidering three inputs of color channel individually. Furthermore,
CR can be enhanced by dimming delta values ( )
in dark regions. Therefore, the DCA method is a good option for
color backlight determination in optimizing image quality and
reducing power consumption for HDR-LCDs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A color-backlight determination algorithm for high dy-
namic range displays named “Delta-Color Adjustment (DCA)”
method was proposed and successfully implemented on a 37’’
HDR-LCD TV. The concept of the DCA method is based on an
intensity controlled method than update suitable “delta” values
to get modified color-backlight signals.
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Fig. 7. (a)Two target images within the red rectangle, (b) the magnified section in target images, (c) and (d) are produced by using IMF and IMF+DCA (� � ��,
� � �) methods, respectively.

Fig. 8. Image characteristics of different images with different methods: (a) CR and (b) power.

Fig. 9. Light leakage of intensity backlight and color backlight.

From the experimental results, two major parameters, (ad-
justment division) and (adjust threshold), of the DCA method
were selected as and respectively by optimizing
image quality and power consumption. The DCA method can
not only reduce the power consumption ( to the full-on)
but also achieve high contrast ratio ( of the test
image—Lily), which can still preserve clear image details. Fur-
thermore, by controlling the R, G, and B LEDs individually, the
color gamut can be enlarged to 125% NTSC.

In summary, the DCA method can yield high image quality
with simple delta value for hardware implementation. There-
fore, the DCA method could be an option for color-backlight
HDR-LCD applications to optimize image quality, power con-
sumption, and hardware complexity.

Fig. 10. Color gamut of an HDR-LCD TV.
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